Service Request 3087

Service Request 3087 addressed the redesign of the Payroll/Personnel System (PPS) Control Table Update. The basic structure for the change was issued in Release 1401. Releases 1403, 1405, 1424 and 1460 thereafter converted other CTL tables to direct DB2 update. This release provides the last phase in the conversion of the Control Table Update process. All of the CTL tables not addressed by previous releases have been converted in this release, and this completes the redesign requested by Service Request 3087.

With this release, the Base PPS VSAM related process for updating DB2 CTL tables is obsolete.

Error Report 407

Error Report 407 stated that edits were required in PPP010 to ensure that at least one Type 1 location record existed on the Employee Support Program Table (PPPESP) and Worker’s Compensation Rate Table (PPPWCR). These edits exist in new transaction edit programs PPCTESPE and PPCTWCRE.

Error Report 457

Error Report 457 reported an incorrect redefine length in copymember CPWSXLRT. This is moot by obsolescence.

Error Report 831

Error Report 831 reported a possible out of key sequence condition during update of the VSAM BUT table. This is moot by obsolescence.
Error Report 1520
Error Report 1520 reported a possible random read error resulting from an error during update of the Fund Table (FND). This is moot by obsolescence.

Error Report 1601
Error Report 1601 reported that the PPP8511 report page number was not being incremented. This is moot by obsolescence.

Error Report 1625
Error Report 1625 reported an incorrect record key length in copymember CPWSXCRA. This is moot by obsolescence.

Programs, Copymembers, Include Members, DDL Members, Bind Members, Forms

Please refer to the Object List document which accompanies this release. It also lists objects that are obsolete as of this release. The obsolete list should be checked carefully to ensure that local processes do not still require an object that is obsolete in Base.

Table Updates

System Messages Table
Messages used exclusively in the obsolete programs have been deleted. Many 01-xxx messages used in PPP010 are also used in the new DB2 CTL update process and therefore have been retained. See release msgprod.pdf for a list of deleted message numbers.

Table of Tables
The Table of Tables controls the direct DB2 Control Table Update process. Table ID’s on the Table of Tables are defined for direct DB2 update via PPP004. It has been modified to include the following CTL tables:

• Table 18 Costing-Designated Funds Table
• Table 19 Costing-Non-Designated Funds Table
• Table 20 Prior Period Table
• Table 21 Range DUC Table
• Table 22 Surepay Bank Table
• Table 23 Worker’s Compensation rate Table
• Table 24 Work Study Table
• Table 25 Leave Accrual Table
• Table 26 Leave Rate Table
• Table 27 Employee Support Program Rate Table

Test Plan
An installation Test Plan is provided with this release.

Installation Instructions
An Installation Instructions document is provided with this release.

Timing of Installation
The installation of this release is Not Urgent. However, future Base releases will presume these modifications are in place. In some cases future release transactions that process correctly in PPP004 will not work correctly if processed locally by PPP010.
As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Phil.Thompson@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0468.

Phillip Thompson

cc:  Jerry Wilcox